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text of the heterotic string theory, and shown to be a consequence of an inherent 
ambiguity in defining integration over the variables of a Grassmann algebra-in 
this case the Grassmann valued coordinates of the supermoduli space. A resolu- 
tion of this ambiguity in genus-two within this formalism is also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently Verlinde and Verlinde[l] h ave written down an expression for the 
super (heterotic) string functional integral which can be used to carry out ex- 
plicit computation of the partition function and various amplitudes in fermionic 
string theories. Their formulae however seem to suffer from the defect that all 
amplitudes depend on the particular choice of basis of the super-Beltrami differ- 
entials in terms of which one expands the gravitino field. In ref.[l] it was shown 
that under a change of basis of super-Beltrami differentials the partition func- 
tion or any other n-point amplitude changes by a total derivative in the moduli 
space. Normally one would ignore such terms. However,,as has become clear 
recently[2], such terms cannot always be ignored. For example, following the 
analysis of ref.[ l] one can show that in any compactification of heterotic string 
theory which preserves N = 1 space-time supersymmetry at the string tree level, 
the dilaton tadpole (or, equivalently, the partition function) is a total derivative 
in the moduli space. This, however, does not necessarily imply the vanishing 
of the dilaton tadpole. In a special class of theories, one loop string effect may 
break space-time supersymmetry by generating a Fayet-Iliopoulos D term[3,4]. 
It is precisely in these theories that the two loop dilaton tadpole receives a non- 
vanishing contribution from the boundary of the genus two moduli space [2]. 
Since space-time supersymmetry breaking terms arise as total derivatives in 
the moduli space, it is imperative at this stage to understand the other type 
of total derivative terms arising from the change of basis of the super-Beltrami 
differentials. This will help us gain deeper insight into the structure of fermionic 
string perturbation theory, and will enable us to isolate unambiguously the space- 
time supersymmetry breaking effects. 
In this paper we shall study the total derivative ambiguity in the fermionic 
string functional integral. In particular, we shall concentrate our attention on 
(compactified) heterotic string theory. We shall see that this ambiguity is very 
generic and is related to an inherent ambiguity in the definition of integrals over 
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elements of a Grassmann algebra (in this case the variables describing the super- 
moduli space). We also show how to resolve this ambiguity in the case of genus 
two surfaces through various considerations of modular invariance and BRST 
invariance. Currently we do not have a solution to this problem beyond genus 
two surfaces, although we believe that similar considerations could be powerful 
enough to lead to a resolution of this problem in the case of arbitrary genera. 
Sec. 2 of this paper reviews the result of Verlinde and Verlinde[l], and iden- 
tifies the total derivative terms in the heterotic string partition function arising 
from a change of basis of the super-Beltrami differentials. We also show in this 
section that the answer for the heterotic string partition function given in ref.[l] 
is invariant under a change in the basis of Beltrami and sup’er-Beltrami differen- 
tials induced by an ordinary reparametrization. In sec. 3 we discuss an inherent 
ambiguity in defining integration over the variables of a Grassmann algebra, and 
show that this is the origin of the total derivative ambiguity in the heterotic 
string partition function. In sec. 4 we discuss the resolution of this ambiguity for 
genus two Riemann surfaces. We summarize our results in sec. 5. 
2. The total derivative ambiguity in 
the heterotic string partition function 
We shall start our discussion by writing down an expression for the two loop 
heterotic string partition function following ref.[ 11, 
W = D[XBC] 
J 
(2.1) 
where {m;} are the six moduli for the genus two surface and {s”} are the two 
supermoduli [S] ; B d enotes the reparametrization ghosts b,,, &r and the super- 
reparametrization ghost /3=0. Similarly C stands for the reparametrization ghost 
fields c’, ,?z as well as the super-reparametrization ghost field 7”. X denotes the 
set of all the matter fields. The inner products (Vi I B), b((Xa I B)) in (2-l), 
which are there to soak up the various ghost zero modes, are defined as follows: 
where Q, xa form a basis for the super-Beltrami 
through the following equations: 
differentials and are defined 
(2.3) 
Here we have assumed that the choice of the metric g”p(mi) is independent of 
the odd coordinates ca.* In writing down eq.(2.1) we have ignored the complex 
structure on the moduli space.+ We have also suppressed the summation over 
spin structures. This sum may be regarded as included in the integration over 
m; if these are viewed, as coordinates of the spin moduli space, the moduli space 
of Riemann surfaces with spin structures. (2,~) denotes a coordinate system such 
that gzz = g”z = 0 everywhere on the Riemann surface at the particular point 
{mi} in the moduli space where we are evaluating the string integrand. Thus 
the choice of the coordinate system (z,z) varies with the moduli. In defining 
the various partial derivatives appearing in eq.(2.3), however, we must keep the 
coordinate system fixed. In other words, after we choose the specific coordinate 
system (z,z) by demanding that g@(mi) is diagonal everywhere on the Riemann 
* As we shall see later, this assumption is related to the total derivative ambiguity. 
+ The six real moduli may be grouped into three complex moduli mp, mp; and the metric 
may be chosen such that vpz 2 = jj,,” = 0. 
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surface, we evaluate gzz(mi + brni), g2”( rni + sm;) and xi(rn; + sm;) in this 
coordinate system, and take 6m; + 0 limit of appropriate ratios to calculate the 
(super)-Beltrami differentials using eq.(2.3). 
The standard practice for dealing with the super-moduli has been so far to 
perform the super-moduli integration explicitly using the rules for Grassmann 
integration. This leads us to, 
W = 
J 
D[XBC] fi dmiemso fi 6((xa 1 B)) 
i=l a=1 
. 
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D {(Xa I T, + $1 fi (53 I B)] 
a=1 i=l 
<‘=I$ 
(2.4) 
where Se is the part of the action S obtained by setting the gravitino field to 
zero. The first term in the curly bracket arises because of the coupling of the two 
dimensional gravitino to the ,world-sheet supersymmetry current (Z’F)*~, while 
the second term is due to the fact that qize appearing in (Q 1 B) depends on the 
supermoduli c”. 
Expression (2.4) for the heterotic string functional integral may be made more 
explicit through a particular choice of basis of the super-Beltrami differentials xaZe 
given by, 
X,i = 6(2)(Z - Za), (a = W), (2.5) 
where {Za} are a priori two arbitrary points on the Riemann surface. In this 
basis it is not difficult to show that expression (2.4) can be written as, 
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w = - 
J 
fI dm~DIXBC]e.-so [y(Zl)Y(Z2) fi (Vi I B), 
i=l i=l 
. )  
+ Y(a)tx(zz) fJ-l)j+l-$ J-J (Vi I B), 
j=l 3 i#j 
+ Y(Z2)X(4 fJ-l)i+l$- n (Vi I B>o 
j=l j i#j 
where we have used the bosonization prescription of ref.[6,1]: 
in which case[l] 
S(P) = e4, 6(-y) = e-? 
We have also defined, 
aZ1 az2 
zKJ& )I 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
P-8) 
Y =: i?TF := cat + t?TFatter - i{aqe2+b + a(qe24b)} = {QB, I} (2-g) 
where QB is the BRST charge.* This is nothing but the picture changing oper- 
ator[6]. Finally (7; ] B), is obtained from (17; I B) by setting all the supermoduli 
to zero inside (7; ] B). In writing down eq.(2.6) we have utilized the fact that 
(2.10) 
for the basis in (2.5). W e h ave also suppressed a factor of ((20) which must be 
inserted in (2.6) t o absorb the E zero mode. As in the calculation of the (super)- 
* We may take for QB either the BRST charge (Qg) associated with the right moving BRST 
current,or the sum of the BRST charges (Qg + Qg) associated with the right and the left 
moving BRST currents, since {Qh, 0 = 0. For later analysis, it will prove to be convenient 
to take QB to be Qg + Q$j at this stage. 
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Beltrami differentials &z, , d in eq.(2.6) is calculated by first fixing the coordinate 
system (z,~) in which g @ becomes diagonal everywhere on the Riemann sur- 
face at the specific point {m;} in the moduli space, then calculating Z,(m;) and 
z,(mi + smi) in this coordinate system, and finally taking the limit 6mi -+ 0 of 
the appropriate ratios. 
. 
In writing down eq.(2.1) we have fixed the choice of gauge, i.e. in the field 
space of two dimensional metric and gravitino fields, we have chosen a slice 
orthogonal to the gauge directions. At this point one may like to check if the 
partition function is invariant under a different choice of slice, related to the 
original slice by an infinitesimal reparametrization u*(mi). Since in order to 
express the partition function at a point {mi} in the moduli space we use a 
coordinate system (2,~) in which gap is diagonal everywhere on the Riemann 
surface, there is no change of g@(mi) expressed in the coordinate system (z, z). 
As a result, in this coordinate system, u’(mi,z,Z) = vr(rni,z,Z) = 0. However, 
expressed in the coordinate system (z, z), v’(mi + 6mi, Z, Z) (G(mi + 8rni, Z, 2)) 
does not necessarily vanish. Consequently, under reparametrization, the various 
quantities appearing in eq.(2.6) change as, 
Ar,$ = -& (a&), 
AZ(z ) 
Aqi,” = &(&us) 
i 
A($)= ama 
i i 
(2.11) 
Substituting this in eq.(2.6) one can calculate the net change in W under a 
reparametrization. The calculation is more or less straightforward, once we note 
that (A7 ) B) 0 can be expressed as a total derivative in z, E, and receives con- 
tribution only from those regions of integration in z, z plane where b,,(z) devel- 
opes poles, i.e. at the location of the Y (Za), since Y(Za) involves a c(Za)f3~(Za) 
term. The contribution from these regions may be readily evaluated from the 
known operator product b(z)c(w). The final expression for AW may be shown 
to vanish identically point by point in the moduli space. This means that W 
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is invariant under a change of basis of the (super)-Beltrami differentials induced 
by reparametrization. Among other things this has the following consequence. 
Suppose we find a consistent choice of basis of the super-Beltrami differentials in 
which the location of the points zr and zz changes as a function of the moduli 
(% # 0). Then, by a reparametrization (which itself is a function of the moduli) 
we can choose another basis equivalent to the original one, where the location of 
the points zr and 22 are independent of the moduli, all dependence being trans- 
fered to the Beltrami differentials Q, vi. It is often convenient to choose such 
a basis since it simplifies W enormously, only the first term in eq.(2.6) remains. 
In general, however, after we choose the zhs in this way, we no longer have the 
freedom of a further reparametrization which allows us to set qFZz = qPZZ = 0, 
where mP, mg are complex coordinates in the moduli space. 
Next we investigate the behavior of W under a change of basis of super- 
Beltrami differentials. Since the freedom of choosing an arbitrary basis for the 
super-Beltrami differentials may be traced to supersymmetry invariance of the 
original system before gauge fixing, this calculation will reflect the change in W 
under a change in the gauge slice, related to the original slice by a supersymmetry 
transformation. We choose for simplicity a particular supersymmetry transfor- 
mation ue which changes the point zr to Zr = zr + Azr leaving zz fixed.* We shall 
now represent Y(zr) - Y(,Zr) G Az~{QB, a[(zr)} as the contour integral of the 
BRST current around the point zr, deform the BRST current away from zr and 
try to shrink it to a point. The only obstruction to this deformation will be poles 
in the argument of the BRST current at the location of a[(zz) and (vi I B),.+ 
The residue at al(zz) is g iven by aY (zz), whereas the residue at the location of 
(vi I B). is given by (vi 1 T)o, T being the full stress tensor of the system. The 
insertion of (vi I T) 0 in a correlator may, in turn, be expressed as -2 inserted 
* The fact that such a transformation exists will be demonstrated later. 
t The BRST contour passes through Y (2) since Y (2) is BRST invariant. 
in the correlator[6,7,1]. Combining all the terms together we find, 
d~(Zl)AZlY(Z2) n (vi I B)O + at(Z1)Azlat(Z2) C(el)ks fl (vi I B)O 
i#i k>j 
k 
i#j,k 
- a~(zl)AZlac(Z2) C(-l)*z n (Vi I WO}] 
k<j i#i,k 
(2.12) 
which agrees with the general formula given in ref.[l]. We can now explicitly 
evaluate it on a genus two Riemann surface. In order to soak up all the ghost 
charges we need a net factor of e24 in the correlator. Thus the only non-vanishing 
answer comes from the first term inside the curly bracket, and only the part of 
Y containing e24(zZ) will contribute. This part of Y may be formally written 
as, ie#(z2)y(z2)b(z2). Th is singular operator product must be defined through 
a suitable subtraction procedure so as to be consistent with BRST invariance, 
and is given in eq.(2.9). F inally, by expanding b(z2) in terms of the zero mode 
wave-functions, this can be be brought into the following final form, 
AsusyW = - 1 2 / Jjdmi $ & [D[xBcle-soa~~z,) Azl 
e’(z2’~(zz)fi(~i I B)o ~(Al)ljh:I(E2)] 
i=l p=l 
(2.13) 
where the matrix Ajp (Ajp) is defined through the inner product, 
Aip = d2zr],,“hg, Aip r d2zq. “j@ 
J IZ 
zz, (1 5 i 5 6, 1 5 p 5 3). (2.14) 
where {h,,} is a basis for the holomorphic quadratic differentials. A-’ is the (PI 
inverse of the 6 x 6 matrix constructed from Aip, AiF. This total derivative term 
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receives a contribution from the boundary where the genus two surface breaks up 
into two genus one surfaces. The contribution from this boundary for arbitrary 
choice of the points zr, z2 may be evaluated using the method of ref.[2], and 
may be shown to be non-vanishing at least for theories where Fayet-Iliopoulos 
D-terms are generated at one string loop order[3,4]. 
3. The physical origin of the total derivative ambiguity 
We would like now to identify the origin of the total derivative terms arising 
in (2.13) as a result of change of basis of the super-Beltrami differentials. The 
freedom of choosing an arbitrary basis of super-Beltrami differentials is traceable 
to local world sheet supersymmetry invariance of the theory. Given any gravitino 
field xz, we may find a supersymmetry transformation ve such that, 
. . 
x; = aZd + &s(~)(~ - Za). (3.1) 
a=1 
The proof of (3.1) relies on the fact that for given zr, z2 there exists a unique 
Greens function G(z, w) with poles at zr, z2 with unique residues RI(~), &(w) 
satisfying, 
aZG(Z, W) = bc2)(Z - W) + 2 Ra(W)6(2)(Z - Za), 
a=1 
(3.2) 
where G(z, w) is a -i differential in the z plane and % differential in the w plane. 
V@ and ca in (3.1) are then given by, 
v” = 
J d2wG(z, w,x”, (w), 
ca = - 
/ 
d2wRa(W)x$(W)- 
(3.3) 
:i Now let us assume that we have a fixed basis of super-Beltrami differentials 
given by 6t2)( z - Za) and that we would like to find a supersymmetry transfor- 
mation parameter u’(z) which changes the basis to 6c2)(z - Za). u’(z) is then 
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given by the solution to, 
Cp6(2)(z - Za) = a,2 + Cpd2)(Z -s,), 
a a 
(34 
i.e. 
U’ = 
/ 
d2w6(z,w) C (“bc2)(W - Za) = C $‘C’(Z,Za), (3.5) 
a a 
where G(z, w) is the Greens function satisfying, 
azG(Z,W) = bc2)(z - W) + Ciia(W)6(2)(Z - &). 
a 
(3.6) 
At this point we may note that 6’(z, w) could be identified with a /?, 7 correlation 
function as follows: 
ti(z, w) = (7(z)p(w)es(~1)e~(~a)), (3.7) 
which possesses poles at z = w, .Zr and ,Zz and zeroes at w = & and 22. 
Under a supersymmetry transformation the two dimensional metric changes 
as, 
As zz _ 1 zz e e --p xzu, 
Ag zz _ - 0. 
As in the derivation of eq.(2.13), we shall now consider the case where 22 = zz, so 
that k(z, zz) E 6(z, &) = 0. Agzz given in (3.8) induces a change in the moduli 
given by, 
Ami = fJA-‘)pi / d2zhi$ Agzzgrz 
p=l 
= ; ?(A-‘) piS1S2d?(zz)Azl(e +2)7(z2)x(zl)b 
p=l 
(3-g) 
using eqs.(2.3), (2.14), (3.8), (2.5), (3.5), (3.7) and (2.7). This shows that a 
supersymmetry transformation which changes the super-Beltrami differentials 
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I 
also shifts the moduli by an even nilpotent element of the Grassmann algebra. 
Normally one could get rid of this shift by a change of variables of integration 
rni + mi- Ami. This is however not possible if the moduli space has boundaries, 
since such a change of variables will cause a shift in the limits of integration. 
This may be illustrated by the following simple example[8]. Let us define the 
superspace integral, 
b 
I = dx 
/ / 
d&d02f(x,01,02), (3.10) 
a 
where x is an even element of the Grassmann algebra, and 81, 02 are the odd 
elements. If we make a change of variables, 
. . 
x = Y + g(Yple2 (3.11) 
and neglect to change the limits of integration on y, while carrying out everything 
else correctly, we see that I shifts by a total derivative term under the above 
change of variables: 
b 
I--+ I - 
J 
dy -i&if (a 0, o)g(y)l. 
a 
(3.12) 
This is precisely the origin of the total derivative ambiguity in the fermionic 
string functional integral W. Suppose we define W by eq.(2.6) for a specific choice 
of points zr , ~2, interpreting the integral over rni in this equation to be the integral 
over the moduli space of an ordinary genus two Riemann surface. The analysis 
presented above shows that if we make another choice for zr, z2 (say 21, 22) in 
(2.6), and still interpret the integral over mi as an integration over the ordinary 
moduli space of a genus two Riemann surface, the new W will differ from the 
old one by a total derivative term. With Ami given by (3.9), the shift in W 
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according to eqs. (2.1) and (3.12) should be, 
AW = - i J fidmi 2 & [ / D[x~c]emSofi(Vi I B)o 
i=l j=l j i=l 
a+)Azle 4(zz)7(z2) fJA-‘)pjhLC (Zz)] 
p=l 
(3.13) 
which is precisely what we found in (2.13) through entirely different considera- 
tions. On the other hand, if we were careful about shifting the limits of integration 
of the moduli, we would not have run into this discrepancy. 
While the above analysis identifies the origin of the problem, it does not give 
a resolution. In order to make sense of the expression (2.6) for W where the 
. . 
integration over the supermoduli has already been performed, we must interpret 
the integration over mi to be over the space of real numbers labelling the or- 
dinary moduli space of genus two Riemann surfaces. What the above analysis 
shows is that if for a certain choice of basis of the super-Beltrami differentials 
we restrict the integration over the moduli in (2.1) to the space of real numbers, 
then for a different choice of,basis, the integration over the moduli should run 
over the space of (real numbers plus an even nilpotent element of the Grassmann 
algebra depending on the supermoduli), and we would not be able to perform 
the integration over the supermoduli before integrating over the moduli, and ex- 
press the answer in the form of eq.(2.6) for this new choice of basis. However 
the analysis does not tell us at this stage for what choice of basis (if any) of 
super-Beltrami differentials we should restrict the integration over the moduli 
to the space of real numbers. This is what we shall try to answer next. Before 
that, however, we should mention that our analysis above also makes it possible 
to compare the results of ref.[l] t o recent developments based on the theory of 
super-Riemann surfaces[9], ( su er a e p -) lg b raic geometry and (super-)holomorphic 
factorization theorems[lO,ll] which express the integration measure for the su- 
perstring partition function in terms of super-algebraic quantities, independent 
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of any choice of basis. In this case the integration variables are even and odd ele- 
ments of the Grassmann algebra, and one must interprete the integration over the 
even elements as a contour integral following ref.[8], where the contour describes 
an embedding of the (spin)-moduli space of an ordinary genus two Riemann 
surface into the supermoduli space. The result of integration does not depend 
on the choice of the contour as long as the boundaries of the contour are kept 
fixed. Since the moduli space of genus two Riemann surface has boundaries, so 
does the corresponding contour, and there is an ambiguity in the final answer 
depending on the choice of the boundary. This is precisely the same ambiguity 
that appears in the answer of ref.[ 11. I n other words, the ambiguity does not lie 
in the determination of the integration measure, but in defining the integration 
contour. 
. 
4. Resolution of the ambiguity for genus two Riemann surfaces 
We now turn our attention to the question of resolving the above ambiguity 
for genus two surfaces. In particular, we shall set up criteria for choosing the 
appropriate set of super-Beltrami differentials for the formalism of ref.[ l] to make 
sense. We shall use two different approaches, one based on the direct study of 
the supersymmetry of the functional integral, the other on BRST invariace. As 
we shall see, both approaches lead to the same answer. 
To start with we shall discuss the constraints imposed by modular invariance. 
For that, let us set up a fixed coordinate system r’ = (x, y) on the genus two 
surface, and assign a metric g@(F,rni) on the surface for each point on the 
Teichmuller space once and for all.* This leads to a particular choice of Beltrami 
differentials rlizz and iziz’. Let us also choose a set of super-Beltrami differentials 
6(2)(f+- Ca((mi)), (U = 1,2). L t e us now consider two points mi and hi in the 
* By definition, at any point of the moduli space, z, I always denote the coordinate system 
where the metric is diagonal (gzz = $” = 0). Thus unlike the coordinate system r’, the 
coordinate system z, z varies with the moduli. 
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Teichmuller space, related to each other by a modular transformation. Then 
there exists a global diffeomorphism which converts the metric gap(?,rni) to 
g”p(r’, fii). The requirement of modular invariance then tells us that under the 
same global diffeomorphism ?r (mi) , r’2 (mi) should go to the points ?r (r72i) , 72 (&i) 
(or ?z (;;li), Fr (Gi)). Once the choice of the points F”, ?z satisfy this criterion, the 
answer for the superstring partition function (after integration over the moduli) 
is independent of the choice of these points, except at the boundary of the moduli 
space. Note that this criterion is incompatible with the proposal [12] (see also ref. 
[13]) that the points za should be taken to coincide with some of the ramification 
points of the genus two surface. 
If we choose complex coordinates in the moduli space, and choose the Bel- 
trami differentials appropriately so as to satisfy the constraints vPZz = qpzs = 0, 
then, in order for the partition function W given in (2.6) to have appropriate 
holomorphic factorization properties [ 141,’ the complex coordinates zr and zz 
appearing in eq. (2.6) must be holomorphic functions of the moduli (i.e. -&$ 
must vanish). However, the requirement of modular invariance stated above may 
not, in general, be compatible with the requirement that the zbs are holomorphic 
functions of the moduli. Again, this does not contradict the results of refs.[lO,ll] 
since the loss of holomorphicity occurs in the choice of the integration contour, 
and not in the integrand, when expressed as a function of the even and the odd 
coordinates of the supermoduli space. Another source of the lack of holomor- 
phicity in the fermionic string functional integral has been discussed in ref.[12]. 
Now let us discuss how to choose these points at the boundary of the moduli 
space. We have seen that world sheet supersymmetry (and hence BRST invari- 
ance) of the theory is lost for an arbitrary choice of basis of the supermoduli due 
to a non-vanishing contribution to Agzz under a supersymmetry transformation 
t For a compactified heterotic string theory, the partition function associated with the inter- 
nal variables does not, in general, have any holomorphic factorization property. Thus here 
holomorphic factorization refers only to the part of the partition function associated with 
the ghost fields and the non-compact directions. 
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as given in (3.8). If we can choose the basis for the super-Beltrami differentials 
in such a way that with x$ given by xi=, ~“6(~)(z - za), Agzz given in (3.8) 
vanishes identically at the boundary of the moduli space, then the invariance of 
the partition function under infinitesimal supersymmetry transformation is re- 
covered without any need to change the limits of integration of mi. Fortunately, 
there exists a simple choice of basis which achieves this. The relevant bound- 
ary of a genus two moduli space contains two genus one Riemann surfaces Tl 
and T2 with punctures at Pr and Pz respectively. The allowed reparametrization 
and supersymmetry transformation parameters are those which are globally well 
defined on Tl (T ) 2 and vanish at the points Pr (Pz). As a result, if we choose 
zr and zz to coincide with Pr and P2 respectively, then A$,, in (3.8) will van- 
ish identically. The functional integral defined this way will be invariant under 
. (infinitesimal) supersymmetry transformation, and hence BRST transformation, 
including boundary terms. * 
Note also that this choice of basis is consistent with the requirement of mod- 
ular invariance at the boundary. The group of modular transformations at the 
boundary which leave the boundary fixed includes as its subgroup independent 
modular transformations on the tori Tl and T2. Since Pr and P2 are the positions 
of the punctures on the tori Tl and T2, the global diffeomorphisms associated with 
these modular transformations leave fixed the points Pr and P2 and hence zr and 
zz. Another element of the modular group at the boundary is the transformation 
which interchanges the tori Tl and T2. Under this transformation Pr and Pz are 
interchanged. Hence our choice of basis at the boundary remains invariant under 
these transformations. 
We shall now check explicitly that the above choice of basis is consistent with 
the constraints of BRST invariance and the decoupling of the unphysical states. 
Let us suppose that we would like to calculate the correlation function of n BRST 
* A more direct proof of BRST invariance will be given below. 
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invariant vertex operators: 
fi / d2Yk(Vk(Yk)) 
k=l 
(4.1) 
and let us assume further that VI describes a spurious state, i.e. Vl(Y1) = 
[QB,K(Y~)], for SOme VP Then in order to obtain a unitary theory, the corre- 
sponding amplitude must vanish. To see how this happens for the specific basis 
we have chosen above, we express VI as a contour integral of the BRST current 
around pr(yr) and deform the BRST contour. As before, the BRST contour 
picks up residues from the location of (vi I B) as well as ae(zi), and the final 
result may be expressed as a total derivative in the moduli space. Hence this 
receives contributions only from the boundary of the moduli space. The relevant 
. . boundary in this case is where the genus two surface breaks up into two tori. 
A suitable set of coordinates in this region of the moduli space are the moduli 
71, 72 of the two tori, and a complex parameter t such that t = 0 describes the 
boundary. The relevant term near t = 0 looks like, 
I = 
J 
dtdfd2Tld2T2; ~[X~Cle-So(m I B)otr/2 I B)O(rli I B)o(Q I B)o 
(‘If I B)oYh)Y(z2) / d2Y#dYl) fi / d’Ykvk(Yk)] 
k=2 = - J dtdfd2r1d2r2 $4 
(4.2) 
where vi (7;) (i=l,2) are the Beltrami differentials dual to ri (Ti) and qt (Q) is the 
Beltrami differential dual to t (q. I n order for the above boundary contribution 
to be non-zero, M should behave as ; as t + 0. It is not difficult to show 
that (7~ I B) contributes a factor of i in this limit. The asymptotic behavior of 
the rest of the terms may be inferred using the factorization theorem[l5]. The 
potentially dangerous contribution comes from the configuration where all the 
vertex operators are on one torus so that there is no momentum flow through 
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the pinch.* Without loss of generality we may take them on the torus Tl. In 
this case M in eq.(4.2) above may be expressed as, 
M - ~f-lthofb- 
’ 
{‘PI 
Y(Zl) fi~k(Yk)~l(!h)(~l I B)o(?7i I B)oE(~I)Q+(P,)) 
k=2 Tl 
(a(P2)E(P2)Y(z2)(772 1 B)o(vs 1 B)&2’ 
(4.3) 
where @ is an arbitrary operator that does not contain any ,$ zero mode, and 
(ha, &,) denote the conformal dimensions of CD. Also we have displayed the E 
content of the operators inserted at PI, P2 explicitly in writing down eq.(4.3). 
We want (4.3) t o vanish identically. This will happen if, 
. 
., (@(P2)E(P2)Y(Zd(t/2 1 B)(tlZ 1 @)Tz (4.4 
-. vanishes identically for all possible operators Q of conformal dimension (0,l). 
In order to proceed further, we shall restrict ourselves to the specific the- 
ories where the boundary terms are known to become important. These are 
the theories where Fayet-Iliopoulos terms are generated at one loop order in 
compactified heterotic string theory. First let us consider the part of Y(z2) pro- 
portional to e 24(za) (eq.(2.9)). U ’ g sm various ghost charge conservations one can 
see that the only dimension (0,l) operator contributing to (4.4) is of the form 
+2)ac(P2)e- 2~(Pa)U(a)(P2)aE(P2), where U(a)(Pz) is a dimension (0,l) current 
* If there is momentum flow e through the pinch, the integrand has a factor of ] t 12” in the 
t ---) 0 limit. Hence the boundary terms may be made to vanish by analytically continuing 
e2 to large positive values, except when all the vertex operators are on one torus, so that 
e vanishes identically, or when all but one vertex operators are on one torus, so that 4z is 
fixed by on-shell constraints on the external momenta. Possible BRST anomalies associated 
with the second type of boundaries may be removed by carrying out appropriate mass 
renormalization of the external states[l6]. Part of the BRST anomaly associated with the 
first type of boundaries are associated with the presence of massless tadpoles in the theory, 
and should be removed by shifting various fields[l7]. H ere we shall concentrate on theories 
which do not have a tadpole at one loop, and hence any BRST anomaly from the first type 
of boundaries will reflect a sickness of the theory. 
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associated with a gauge symmetry. One can explicitly compute the relevant cor- 
relator by combining the formalisms of ref.[ l] and [4], and show that it vanishes in 
the z2 -+ P2 limit after the sum over spin structures is performed. If we consider 
the cat term in Y, then it can be seen by using various ghost charge conservation 
that there is no dimension (0,l) o p erator @ that contributes to (4.4). This leaves 
us with the term eg(z2)TFatter (~2) in Y. Ghost charge conservation demands that 
the operator @ is of the form: 
fD(P2) = c(&)e+@)f(P2) (4.5) 
where f is an operator of conformal dimension ($, 1). As was shown in ref.[4], 
f must either have the form +‘aXp, or it must be constructed totally from the 
.- internal fields. If it is of the form @‘8Xp, then, as z2 ---) P2, 
and the corresponding correlator vanishes due to the vanishing of the one loop 
dilaton tadpole[l8]. (0th erwise one has to cancel this BRST anomaly by shifting 
appropriate fields[l7]). On the other hand, if f is constructed out of the internal 
fields, 
Z~~pzc(P2)e- dfi) f (P2)E(P2)ed(Z2)TFatter(z2) - c(&)i$&)g(P2) (4.7) 
where, 
g(&) = z~~p2{T~a”“‘(z2)f (&)(a - F&l (4.8) 
This shows that g is the highest component of a superfield whose lowest 
component is f, and that g has conformal dimension (1,l). Let us denote by JO 
the U(1) charge of the (2,0) su p erconformal algebra which is always present in the 
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I 
models of the kind considered here. If g carries a non-zero JO charge then (cI?g)T 
may be shown to vanish using the Jo charge conservation. On the other hand, 
if g carries no JO charge, then it survives the GSO projection and represents the 
vertex operator of a physical state. The expectation value of cEg on a torus can 
then be shown to vanish due to the known result about the absence of one loop 
tadpoles in the theory [18]. (0th erwise one has to cancel this BRST anomaly 
by shifting fields). Thus we see that with the choice of basis we have made, the 
null states decouple, and we get a theory consistent with BRST invariance and 
unitarity. 
5. Conclusion 
. - In this paper we have shown that there is an inherent ambiguity in defining 
the fermionic string functional integral due to an ambiguity in defining integra- 
tion over the variables of a Grassmann algebra. This ambiguity is the same as 
-. 
the one found by Verlinde and Verlinde [ 11, namely, the dependence of the phys- 
ical amplitudes on the choice of the basis of the super-Beltrami differentials in 
the form of total derivative terms in the moduli space. We also show how to 
resolve this ambiguity in the (compactified) heterotic string theory in the case 
of genus two Riemann surfaces using the constraint of BRST invariance. The 
correct choice of the super-Beltrami differentials obtained through this analysis 
turns out to be precisely the one used in ref.[2] to calculate two loop dilaton 
tadpole in compactified heterotic string theory.* However, we do not yet have 
a resolution of this ambiguity for an arbitrary genus surface. For that we feel a 
better understanding of the structure of supermoduli space may be needed. 
Note added: After this work was completed, we were informed by G. Moore 
that some related results have been obtained in ref.[19]. 
* In that paper this choice was arrived at through considerations of modular invariance. 
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